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Cathode Modification method for electrolytic machining of face gear
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Abstract: In view of the difficulty of cathode modification, this paper proposes a new method based on the
theory of equilibrium gap and cathode modification. Firstly, the mathematical model of cathode modification of
face gear is established and different normal vectors of cathode surface are selected. Then in the process of
electrolytic machining, the selecting method of modification coefficients is put forward. Compared with
conventional technology, the proposed method can reduce the repair cycle and cost.
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1. Introduction
Face gear is a kind of plane gear meshing with cylindrical gear.Due to its capacities of high speed and heavy
load transmission, it is widely used in the field of aerospace and other high-speed precise transmission[1, 2]. The
tooth flank of face gear is a kind of complex surface.Furthermore traditional face gear processing method is not
only high cost but also time consuming. However as a non-contact special processing technology, electrolytic
machining has the advantages such as high efficiency, better quality and the lossless of cathode tool. Therefore it
can solve the problems existed in the process of traditional method[3, 4]. Conventional cathode modification
method is not able to deal with the mapping problem(i.e. modification coefficient) of theory gap and actual
gap.Thus in this paper, a mathematical model of cathode modification is established and different normal
vectors of cathode surfaceare selected. Meanwhile, the method of calibrating multiple modification coefficients
is also proposed.

2. Modification Principle
With the improvement of the accuracy requirement of face gear, the processed workpiece of initial cathode is
always not able to meet the requirements of actual engineering application. It needs to be modified with the
cathode. The purpose of cathode modification is to check the tooth surface errors of the processed anode
(specimen). If the accuracy is not satisfied, it is fed into the modification model and the correction of cathode
surface (compensation amount of machining gap) is calculated. Then the cathode model is regenerated, and
electrochemical machining process is implemented until the precisionof the product meets the requirement[5].
The repair process of cathode is shown in Figure 1.
In the process of cathode modification, Eq. 1 and the corresponding compensation amount of sampling
points in the surface of cathode are utilized to obtain the cathode modification coordinate value

( xc '，yc '，zc ') .The calculation formula is as Eq. 2. Three coordinate measuring instrument is used to
measure the corresponding coordinate point of the tooth surface of workpiece. The compensation amounts of the
corresponding clearance of sampling points are obtained. Eq. 2 is applied toreconstruct the corresponding
three-dimensional model, and another cathode modification is completed.In the meantime, experiment is carried
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α , β , γ is the angle between the coordinate axes x, y, z and the sampling points of the straight tooth surface
gear.
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Where xc ', yc ', zc ' denotes the coordinate values of the sampling points for anothermodification, d is the
correction of corresponding sampling points of cathode tooth surface.

3. Establishment of cathode modification model
In the process of cathode modification of face gear, it is critical to establish appropriate mathematical model
of cathode.It means that the relationship between the processing error and the correction errors is determined.
Four section lines of the mathematical model are respectively selected including the initial designed cathode
model, the corresponding cathode model after cathode modification, the corresponding theoretical model (face
gear model) and workpiece after electrolytic process. The established mathematical model of cathode
modification is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of cathode modification

In Figure 2, Ⅰ is the section line of the initial designed
cathode model. Ⅱ is the section line of the cathode model
after anothercathode modification. Ⅲ is the section line of
the theoretical model (straight tooth surface gear model). Ⅲ
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process of electrolysis. D1 , D2 , Di … Dn is the error value
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modification.
Due tothe error between Ⅲ and Ⅲ, cathode modification needs to be performed.Taking the point of the

Di . The compensation
clearance of corresponding points in the cathode is di . Then a new cathode sample point Ni ' is achieved. In
theoretical model as an example, the clearance between theoretical and actual is

the same way, a series of sample points are obtained and the section line of the cathode model after modification
is formed. The relationship between the error values of points on section line of the workpiece and
corresponding cathode profile is described as Eq. 3.

di = ε Di i = 1, 2,…n

(3)

Where ε is modification coefficient，and the experience value is 0.1~1 (according to the specific process
parameters).
There are two critical points in the process of cathode modification. Specifically, it includes the
determination of modification coefficient by finding the quantitative relationship between parts processing error
and the corresponding clearance compensation amount, and the determination of coordinates of points on the
corrected cathode surface [5].

4. Treatment of cathode modification ratio coefficient ε
When cathode is modified, the operator detects the machining errorthrough special measuring tool. Thus the
corresponding parts of cathode surface are repaired by hand[6].In the process of artificial modification, the
selection of modification coefficient has great dependence on the experience of operator's electrochemical
machining. Furthermore the cathode has a large randomness, which affects the precision of the machining parts.
In order to avoid the above situation, the numerical control machine is used for digital correction and the
correction process is realized by computer. The precision of cathode repeat modification is improved effectively
[7]

. Three coordinate measuring machine is used to measure the sampling points before machining. And the data

points of surface are obtained which corresponding with the sampling pointsin the theoretical model. According
to the practical experience, the repair process includes the determination of modification coefficient, processing,
measurement, feedback, adjust the modification coefficient and another processing.Until the workpiece is
processed to meet the requirements, and improve the precision of the machining parts [8].
In the process of measurement, normal direction of the tooth surface is measuredand the choice of normal
vector is directly influence the Di and di .Here are two means to select the normal vector.
(1) According to the normal vector of sampling points on the tooth surface (3D model), and it is takenas the
correct direction. However, corresponding modification is based on the normal vector direction of the initial
cathode model.Each modification is based on the theoretical model and the initial model.
(2) The 3D model of tooth surface is reconstructed based on the data of measured points after the first
modification of tooth surface. And the normal vector of the tooth surface is used as the correct direction. The
choice of the normal vector of the corresponding modification is also based on the method.In this way, the last
time data is used to iteration for each modification.
Compared the two kinds of means, the second is able to effectively use the data on the basis of last iteration
andachieve qualified cathode faster. However, it also has drawbacks such as it is necessary to rebuild a
three-dimensional modelafter the measurement.Because isolated point has notnormal vector. Therefore the
requirement of modeling is relatively enhanced.
Due to the complexity of electrochemical machining, it is difficult to find a definite analytic expression to
describe the regularity between theabove two. Electrolytic processing needs to be verified by many
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experiments.And how to shorten the test cycle is a key problem. In order to settle this problem, this paper
proposes a method by simultaneouslyvalidating multiple scale coefficients.
(1) Meshing division including 63 points and 40 surfaces is implemented while the 3D model is
established.As it is shown in Figure 3,the tooth surface is divided into four regions and four ratio coefficients

ε1 , ε 2 , ε 3 , ε 4 are selected. And the corresponding correction coefficients of each region are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.
Figure 3. Partition coefficient

(2)The experiment is carried out, and three coordinates
instrument is used to measure the processed parts. Corresponding
sampling points are measured.Modeling isperformed through UG,
and the errors are compared. In the meantime, the optimal
modification coefficient (the smallest error) is found out and the
four ratio coefficientscan be verifiedone time.
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four
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electrochemical machining test, and the optimal proportion parameters are selected.
(4)While the ratio coefficient error is less than0.05, the optimal modification coefficient is selected and
several correction tests areperformed to verify the reasonableness of ratio coefficient.It is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Selection of proportion coefficient
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